§§312-13]	Gutturals
 1 5
/; hwelc from *hwa-lik, which',  lie, body*,  pic, pitch \  swelc
from *swa-lik, suck.
3. In Anglian final c became x (written h) in unstressed
words, as ah beside late WS. ac, but] lowih (Twih), you, usihf
2/5, beside WS. ecwic, Esic \ in, /, meh, me, J?eh, thee, beside
the stressed forms ic, mec, fee.
§ 312. In the oldest period of the language sc, like c
(§ 309), was guttural or palatal, but some time during the
OE. period the guttural sc became palatal, except in loan-
words. It was often written see, sci before a following
guttural vowel with e, i to indicate the palatal nature ot
the sc, There is no definite proof that sc became / (= the
sh in NE. ship, shape) in early OE. as is assumed by
some scholars. Examples are : sc(e)acan, to shake ; scand,
disgrace ; sc(e)adu, shadow, sceaft, shaft; sxeal, shall]
sceap, sheep] scearp, sharp ; sc(e)ort, short] sceotan, to
shoot; icield, shield] scieppan, to create ; scieran, to shear ;
settling, shilling] scip, ship] tcoh, shoe ; s.criid, dress,
garment ; s.culdor, shoulder] scur, shower; scyldig, guilty.
blyscan, to blush ; J?erscan, to thresh ; "wascan, to wash ;
wyscan, to iwsh. &&g\te.c9 English ; fisc,y?s/z; flae&c,jffcsh.
But scol (Lat. schola), school] scinn (O.Iceh skinn), skin.
note. — Medial sc often underwent metathesis to cs (written
x), especially in late WS., as axe, ashes, axiaja, to ask, fixas,
jfishes, waxan, to wash, beside asce, ascian (OHG. eiskon),
fiscas, wascan.
g
§ 313. Germanic g became g after 13 during the prim.
Germanic period (§ 234). §j (§ 254) and §n (§ 256) became
gg in West Germanic. Germanic 5 remained a spirant In
all other positions in the oldest period of OE. On the
normal development of Germanic 5 in the other Germanic
languages, see § 23O.
Germanic initial and medial 3 became differentiated in
prehistoric OE. into a guttural and a palatal voiced spirant

